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Prof. Luc Montagnier said that epidemiologists know but are “silent” about the
phenomenon, known as “Antibody-Dependent Enhancement” (ADE).

While it is understood that viruses mutate, causing variants, French Virologist and
Nobel Prize Winner Luc Montagnier contends that “it is the vaccination that is
creating the variants.”

The 2008 Nobel Laureate made the explosive comments as part of a larger
interview with Pierre Barnérias of Hold-Up Media earlier this month. The clip was
exclusively translated for RAIR Foundation USA, and is quite damning for the
agenda-driven left-wing establishment.
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As reported at RAIR in April of last year, Prof. Montagnier presented a powerful
case that the coronavirus was created in a lab. His comments at the time o�ended
the left-wing establishment so much that they aggressively attempted to discredit
his statement. Now, the media is backpedaling on the origin of the coronavirus
after prominent scientists called for further scrutiny.

Vaccines are Creating the Variants

Prof. Montagnier referred to the vaccine program for the coronavirus as an
“unacceptable mistake”. Mass vaccinations are a “scienti�c error as well as a
medical error,” he said. “It is an unacceptable mistake. The history books will
show that, because it is the vaccination that is creating the variants,” Prof. Luc
Montagnier continued.

The prominent virologist explained that “there are antibodies, created by the
vaccine,” forcing the virus to “�nd another solution” or die. This is where the
variants are created. It is the variants that “are a production and result from the
vaccination.”

Antibody-Dependent Enhancement

Prof. Montagnier said that epidemiologists know but are “silent” about the
phenomenon, known as “Antibody-Dependent Enhancement” (ADE). In the
articles that mention ADE, the concerns expressed by Prof. Montagnier are
dismissed. “Scientists say that ADE is pretty much a non-issue with COVID-19
vaccines,” an article at Medpage Today reported in March.

Prof. Montagnier explained that the trend is happening in “each country” where
“the curve of vaccination is followed by the curve of deaths.”

Receiving the Nobel Prize in 2008
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The Nobel Laureate’s point is emphasized by information revealed in an open
letter from a long list of medical doctors to the European Medicines Agency. The
letter stated in part that “there have been numerous media reports from around
the world of care homes being struck by COVID-19 within days of vaccination of
residents.”

Earlier this month, RAIR reported on a statement by French Virologist Christine
Rouzioux:

Prof. Luc Montagnier continued to say that he is doing his own experiments with
those who become infected with the coronavirus after getting the vaccine. “I will
show you that they are creating the variants that are resistant to the vaccine,” he
said.

Watch the clip (transcribed below):

Many thanks to HeHa and Miss Piggy for the translation!

(Questions are bolded)

“…the rise in new cases is occurring in vaccinated patients in
nursing homes in ‘Montpellier, in the Sarte, in Rheims, in the
Moselle…”

”
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If we look at the curve from the WHO, since the vaccinations started in January,
the curve showing new infections (contamination) has exploded, along with
deaths.

Notably among young people.

—Yes. With thromboses, etc.

How do you view the mass vaccination program? Mass vaccination compared to
treatments that work and aren’t expensive.

—It’s an enormous mistake, isn’t it? A scienti�c error as well as a medical error. It
is an unacceptable mistake. The history books will show that, because it is the
vaccination that is creating the variants.

—For the China virus, there are antibodies, created by the vaccine. What does the
virus do? Does it die or �nd another solution?

—The new variants are a production and result from the vaccination. You see it in
each country, it’s the same: the curve of vaccination is followed by the curve of
deaths.

—I’m following this closely and I am doing experiments at the Institute with
patients who became sick with Corona after being vaccinated. I will show you that
they are creating the variants that are resistant to the vaccine.

Should we be vaccinating during a pandemic?

—It’s unthinkable.

—They’re silent… many people know this, epidemiologists know it.

—It is the antibodies produced by the virus that enable an infection to become
stronger.

—It’s what we call Antibody Dependent Enhancement, which means antibodies
favor a certain infection. The antibody attaches to the virus, from that moment it
has the receptors, the antibodies, we have them in the macrophage etc.

—It pokes the virus and not accidentally, but because of the fact that they’re
linked to the antibodies.

—It is clear that the new variants are created by antibody-mediated selection due
to the vaccination. OK?
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Read more of RAIR’s coverage on coronavirus vaccines:

Exposed: Virologist Reveals New Covid Cases Appearing in Vaccinated
Patients in French Nursing Homes (Video)

Warning: Vaccines are Not ‘Approved’ – Media and Big Tech are Lying to You

Vaccine Coercion: Racist Democrats Target Pregnant Black Christian Women
(Watch)

BEWARE: Disgraced Lincoln Project Unites with Left-Wing Group to Coerce
Conservatives to Take Vaccine (Watch)

Warning: Young Women Experience Highest Blood Clot Risk from Leading
Vaccines

WARNING: EU Medical Chief Pushing Fatal AstraZeneca Vaccine Exposed as
Pharma Lobbyist (Video)

WARNING: Left-Wing Fights To Morph Pandemic Lockdowns into Climate
Lockdowns

COVID PLOT: Gay Man Who Fled Venezuela Warns Communists Are Taking
Over Canada (Video)

Breaking: Famous Doctor Develops Safe Vaccine Against COVID; Germany
Prosecutes Him (Video)

BEWARE: Biden Targets ‘Vaccine Deniers;’ Smears Trump

5 Questions To Answer Before You Get the Coronavirus Vaccine

Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi: ‘Healthy People Aren’t Dangerous’ but the
Vaccine IS (Video)

Netherlands Vaccine Propaganda: ‘Until We Are All Vaccinated – Wait To Get
Pregnant’ (Video)

ALERT: Socialist Spain Keeps Register of Vaccine Refusers – 27 Countries
Receive List of Names

Dire Warning: Prominent Virologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi Exposes ‘Major
Risks’ of Gene-Altering Vaccine (Video)

BREAKING: Left-Wing ‘Trusted News Initiative’ will Ban Posts Challenging
Coronavirus Vaccine (Plot Exposed)

WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily
Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus Vaccine (video)

ALERT: Mandatory Coronavirus Vaccinations Coming to Spain (Video)

Merkel Releases Ultimatum: Get Vaccinated or Be Banished (Video)
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Renee Nal is an investigative journalist and documentary �lm producer.
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Donald Welch
May 18, 2021 at 11:44 pm

well….somebody told the variants to stay the hell out of texas.

Reply

whocares
May 20, 2021 at 5:58 pm

aka weather. Seasonality trumps “variants”

Let’s see on the next cycle of weakness

Reply

BRETT M SHORT
May 19, 2021 at 12:11 am

Too many f*ck-ups in the so-called science community, beginning with Dr. Death
Fauci. This f*cker is making $420K per year o� the taxpayers and produces
absolutely NOTHING. The f*cker needs to be prosecuted for his abuse of his
position and contributing the pandemic.

Reply

Chris Arvut
May 19, 2021 at 10:50 am

What can i do tho? I’m just one man.

Reply
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Skeptical
May 20, 2021 at 8:07 pm

“What can i do tho? I’m just one man.” -Chris Arvut

Given your premise, all you can do is curl up into a ball and die. 
Maybe a more pro-active posture in politics, and network with others to e�ect
change, perhaps without the need to resort to violent resistance. 
But you can always just accept your fate and be victimized. 
What is your life worth to live it?

Reply

Kk
May 24, 2021 at 1:20 am

You are just one man – so each of the billions of the “one” man and woman have
more power in the collective than the few “one” man that put this on us. Wake up
and realise that it is the masses of the “one” man who change history in either
complying to the lies or the truth. Don’t say yes to the vaccine or you are the
perfect “one” who has just agreed to the agenda you are not happy with, right?!

Reply

Sassy
May 20, 2021 at 8:34 pm

Fauci is a CNN contributor. He has no business acting in that role and possibly
making money from it. And he can’t be prosecuted because he’s always using
vague wording.

Reply

Mike
May 19, 2021 at 12:35 am

Immune pressure ALWAYS causes Virus’s to mutate, usually into a less deadly but
slightly more transmissible form. It’s called survival of the �ttest. It does not
concern me in the slightest. I learned Public Health and Pathology/Virology
BEFORE this Politicization of Medicine to promote Communism. That is why I got
my Moderna Vaccinations without the slightest worry.

Reply

Yao
May 19, 2021 at 4:46 pm
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You purposely chose Moderna and not P�zer? 
Thanks for sharing.

Reply

papasha408
May 23, 2021 at 12:09 am

You shouldn’t put any experimental shot into your body. We are not lab rats.

Reply

Sash
May 24, 2021 at 7:23 am

Exactly… What do you thing about sinopharm?

Reply

Richa Johnson
May 24, 2021 at 4:16 pm

OMG you people are morons.

Reply

Buck Fiden
May 19, 2021 at 5:11 pm

Well said.

Reply

Whisperin
May 19, 2021 at 8:56 pm

I have no medical or research background, and for what it is worth, I agree with
your hypothesis. It seems, at least to this self-educated layperson, that viruses
have always mutated with or without the introduction of vaccines. I got both P�zer
shots without the slightest worry, and have experienced zero side e�ects. Now,
people who had warned me that I would drop dead if I got the vax have moved the
goalposts to 1-2 years down the road, and that I will likely become sterile, or su�er
some other fear-induced, imaginary malady….. if I don’t drop dead �rst. At which
time I expect the goalposts to be moved again. 
I’m not pro or anti vax. I’m pro choice.

Reply
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Nill Bye the science turtle
May 22, 2021 at 12:41 am

Well considering every ferret died within 3 years in the mRNA trials, and this time
there were no animal trials, they used humans instead, all I can do is wish you
good luck. Nobody has moved the goalposts, this is what has been expressed from
the beginning. It may get some early and some later down the track, just as it did
in the animal trials. I sincerely hope I’m wrong and you will be �ne, but I can’t
understand why anyone would want to be a lab rat in this trial, considering they’ve
never been able to make a safe mRNA vaccine in the past with bottomless pits of
money for research and development and the virus has such a high survival rate.
The biggest cause of non-natural death for the past century has been deceptive
governments #democide. Over quarter of a billion murdered, many of whom voted
for their democratically elected killers. Now why wouldn’t this trend continue?
And considering this, isn’t it strange how so many people only trust info if it
comes from a government source.

Reply

AKSHAY RAJ
May 23, 2021 at 6:33 pm

Can you please send the study of this

Reply

Sash
May 24, 2021 at 7:26 am

Ya me too… interest on receiving the study.

TaDaaaa
May 23, 2021 at 8:34 am

You got the placebo.

Reply

churchy
May 24, 2021 at 5:17 am

If its so good, why should they make it mandatory ? What you’ve allowed is for
someone you know very little about to experiment with your’e body. Our blood is
Precious. Now, your’es is contaminated by foreign particles whether you like it or
not. Don’t feel too smug, What you’ve stated, if in fact it is true, (and you aren’t
being PAID to say it,)surely seems extremely foolish to most people who value
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their health.just remember, Science STILL hasn’t come up with a cure for the
common cold…..

Reply

Tim
May 20, 2021 at 11:23 am

I’m not getting any covid vaccine as allowing these clowns to inject their rushed
muck into my body over an illness as trivial as cv19 would be the height of
stupidity.

Reply

Mani
May 21, 2021 at 3:56 pm

Trivial my dear , imbecilic are you , friend ? !

Flat earther , holocaust denier are your friends , may be ?

Just visit a ICU where a patient is in needing to be put on Ventilator

and expects to die more than 50 % chance of a lonely pain �lled death over next
few days or weeks and also be buried where his relatives can’t be near .

Or at least talk to a moderately a�ected Covid survivor having post Covid body
aches and malaise for weeks , my niece in Delhi sta� nurse and her doctor hudban
husband in early 30s can tell you .

I think then you will rush to get yrself vaxinated even if it o�ers only 60 %
protection from a variant .

Reply

Jennifer
May 21, 2021 at 8:16 pm

Imbecilic? Sounding a little brainwashed yourself. I’m sorry your niece wasn’t
given treatment when diagnosed. A ventilator is certain death and many were
unfortunately over treated in 2020 in a rush to judgment. Covid19 is a virus with a
98-99.5% recovery rate for healthy ppl. It’s a risky infection for those with 1-2 or
more underlying diseases, however, if treated early the chance of survival is still
much greater than any experimental gene-altering injection. If the government
wasn’t so busy suppressing the 3 most-widely accepted, available treatments to
support billions in Pharmaceutical pro�t you could avoid all that fear that
consumes you.
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Reply

Penni
May 22, 2021 at 7:24 pm

Well said!! There are safe treatments can stop this virus, but no pro�t in them!
People need to wake up and stop trusting greedy, evil politicians with their lives.
Politics has zero place in medicine! And follow the big pharma money trail and
you’ll know why the world is broken!!! ��

Nill Bye the science turtle
May 22, 2021 at 12:46 am

You are the most simple minded, brainwashed clown I’ve seen in a while. The virus
has over a 99% survival rate, it seems to only a�ect the mask wearing dummies
too..funny that! Flat earther? What a cop out. Every single ferret in the last mRNA
trial died within 3 years, they skipped animal trials this time to use humans
instead, and you think everyone should be as stupid as you are? Read some history
you fool.

Reply

bonnie
May 23, 2021 at 4:45 am

Don’t blame the virus. Blame the government not allowing us to use the cures.
Ivermectin is even better than hydroxychloroquine (with zinc), because it works
not only in the �rst 5 days, but anywhere in the illness trajectory. They won’t even
let you know about preventing it by boosting the immune system with Vitamin D,
C, and zinc.

Reply

S
May 24, 2021 at 6:33 pm

Ivermectin, HCQ, zinc, etc. ALL PROVEN to cure this thing. No poisonous needle
needed. Don’t be foolish, research and question everything!

Reply

Someone
May 23, 2021 at 12:30 pm

Well said tim 😂

Reply
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Dylan
May 21, 2021 at 11:27 am

Selective pressure doesn’t cause mutations. The mutations are always happening.
The problem with a vaccine, is that it forces the body to produce special purpose
antibodies at the expense of more generalized ones. Thus, mutant variants can
waltz right through the defenses in a vaxxed individual.

Reply

TheRabble
May 23, 2021 at 6:26 pm

Are magnets sticking to you yet?

Reply

Auntie Vyris
May 24, 2021 at 5:58 am

Why is Mike so keen on letting everyone know which jab he got?

Reply

David 6
May 24, 2021 at 4:11 pm

Insane to raise the natural number of experiments to several billion. With that
number, the usually produces a less virulent strain becomes a “almost certainly
produces a more virulent strain.

Reply

Bob
May 19, 2021 at 1:26 am

How is getting the vaccine di�erent than if we just did herd immunity? Wouldn’t
herd immunity also cause Antibody-Dependent Enhancement as well?

Reply

Freeland_Dave
May 19, 2021 at 4:33 pm

There is no such thing as hurd immunity.

Reply

Nill Bye the science turtle
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May 22, 2021 at 12:47 am

Yes there is, but it can only happen naturally, not with some poisonous
injection.

Reply

TheRabble
May 23, 2021 at 6:27 pm

Correct. It’s HERD immunity.

Reply

Khane
May 25, 2021 at 2:42 am

It’s actually herd MENTALITY.

Reply

Buck Fiden
May 19, 2021 at 5:12 pm

Herd immunity is a superior form of ‘acquired immunity’.

Reply

Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:16 pm

Vaccine herd immunity was derived from natural cycles of disease that once 65%
of the population have contracted a pathogen, then the rate falls… this was
appropriated by vaccine makers and as 65% is not enough sales, they changed it to
96-97% requirement as that is as much as they ever get, even if made
compulsory… i tend to think it is resonant DNA transference creating a kind of
100th monkey principle… �

Reply

David A
May 24, 2021 at 4:15 pm

With almost forced mass vaccinations you are conducting millions, nay billions of
unneeded experiments. Most of the population was not seriously threatened by the
Wu�u, and natural immunity, antibodies and T cell is longer lasting and more
broad scoped.

Reply
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beeohdee
May 19, 2021 at 2:30 am

Poppycock! Viruses are non-living entities. They don’t make determinations to
mutate to survive! What B! S! They mutate because of copy errors, pure and
simple.

Reply

Buck Fiden
May 19, 2021 at 5:13 pm

RNA viruses are ‘sloppy’ replicators.

Reply

Rich
May 19, 2021 at 6:17 pm

He dumbed his answer down hoping you’d understand it. Viruses reproduce.
Viruses also mutate, constantly. Most mutations die o�. But if you put a vaccine in
the mix, the viruses that mutated and become resistent to the vaccine are the ones
whose population increases. And just like that, you’ve created a new variant.

Reply

Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:22 pm

Viruses have no reproductive ability, all that happens is that cell endosomes
reproduce the intruder and then exit the cell as exosomes in order to warn other
cells of the intruder ID… which completely makes poppycock of the “reproduction
inhibited” chimp adenovirus claim for the Oxford version…

when “viruses” are cultivated in labs they have to use a live cell assay in order to
hijack that exosome production and reproduce their introduced RNA fragment
(never been a whole virus to do it with)… an example is the Qive �u vaccine which
cultivates 8 separate genomes in dog kidney assays and then manually edits them
together… and they call that a “wild strain” when it is simply a lab constructed
assumption…

Reply

blondbraids
May 23, 2021 at 8:26 am

Finally a voice of reason. You’re right, of course.
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Reply

Martin
May 19, 2021 at 3:39 am

I’m wondering since I don’t feel it was clearly explained: How are antibodies from
a vaccine di�erent than antibodies from encountering, and �ghting o�, the virus
itself? 
How would vaccine antibodies mutate the virus more than “regular” antibodies?

Reply

ManI
May 21, 2021 at 4:30 pm

It’s not anti bodies that mutate , it is the Viruses .

The anti bodies resulting from the body producing it for the Virus are the ones that
will stand you in good stead to brave a second episode , even a bit modi�ed variant
if it be .

But that is taking a risk that you might die of the disease it causes if it enters in ”
some” people a severe stage .

Generally who are these ” some ” people and whether you might belong to that
group can be found a informative web site or YouTube

Or better from a doctor friend trained in Medicine Specialty if you have one wiling
to tell you in layman’s speech and you trust him not to deliberately lie to you.

Su�ce it to say that the antibody produced in response to the 4 di�erent types of
Vaccines

WHOLE VIRUS,

PROTEIN SUBUNIT,

VIRAL VECTOR and

NUCLEIC ACID (RNA AND DNA).

The antibodies produce d by these are not the same as , identical to the ones our
friendly virus itself produces nor are they naturally same as similar each to others
..

But they serve as a quick �x virus imitation proxy chaps , trigger ing a good
enough type and level of Antibody production ,
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if you take whichever Vaccine , it precludes you to get infections later by the
original character

giving 70 % e�ective to 90 % e�ective chance .

Even if they give protection for only 6 months and need a booster later they are a
far better bet ,right ?

And the side e�ects of any of these Vaccines are mild mild mild to nil . Because
they are only imitators !

Now it’s up to you to trust what I have told here or call it BS and move on. Good
luck .

Reply

Nill Bye the science turtle
May 22, 2021 at 12:50 am

You have no idea what you’re on about!

Reply

Granny Wales
May 22, 2021 at 11:49 am

Friend got the shot now in wheelchair.

Reply

Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:24 pm

i will take the BS option, the fallout of these vaccines is deadly and maiming at a
larger scale than even the cow pus smallpox vaccine or the Salk polio vaccine, both
of which were deadly and ine�ective…

Reply

SergioBjngholio
May 19, 2021 at 10:56 am

Wit….I thought the communists said follow the science. What does Dr Cantgetright
think of this?

Reply

Ted
May 19, 2021 at 12:31 pm
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Covid Vaccine is ‘Creating Variants’ – Each will be more deadly than the previous
one until they reach the mass casualties that they have been hoping for.

Remember what Deep Throat said in All The President’s Men, “Follow the
money.” The pharmas have administered 245 million doses of an experimental
drug for which they get paid at least $20 per dose from the feds (your money and
mine paid for this sheet). That is roughly $4.9 billion gross, so far, on almost
nothing invested in research and testing and no liability or responsibility for any
outcome, positive or negative. Keep in mind that there is no requirement that the
stu� works any more than there is a requirement that it is safe.

Reply

Buck Fiden
May 19, 2021 at 5:10 pm

RNA viruses, including C-19 are notoriously sloppy in replicating themselves. This
is one reason why we are seeing ‘variants’. (Something many sage virologists
predicted) This goes a long way in explaining how people that have been injected
with the experimental brew of one speci�c formula of mRNA can and are getting
reinfected. The new variants are just di�erent enough to evade notice by the very
speci�c antibodies produced by the current vaccines on the market. It even
explains how some people who have already been infected with the �rst iteration
of the Chinese Virus can get reinfected. We see the same mechanism in e�ect with
the ‘seasonal �u’. Big Pharma knows this and that is why they are saying that we’ll
need boosters or a new yearly shot for these variants. IMO however, naturally
acquired immunity is superior in that we are constantly be exposed to less than
clinically signi�cant numbers of variants over time. This results in a broader type
of acquired immunity where our immune system has a mix of antibodies that
recognize these variants.

Reply

Alan
May 20, 2021 at 5:08 am

The alleged original virus was never puri�ed and isolated. So, the genetic sequence
used in these shots and PCR tests can’t be for its spike. Who knows what these evil
scientists are using. The variants also were never puri�ed and isolated. Next
strain’s site claims there are hundreds of thousands of them. The alleged more
infectious ones started appearing in countries where these companies were doing
trials before any mass vaccination began. Later on, they started appearing in
countries which were applying undue pressure on their people to get the shots.
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When these scary microbes moved to another one the same bad outbreak didn’t
start.

After watching this movie for so long and thinking back on my own experiences
with other alleged viruses, I now believe these particular microorganisms aren’t
real. IMO something else causes the sicknesses attributed to them. Per Doctors
treating real COVID patients, HCQ and Ivermectin work extremely well for early
treatment or prophylactically. It doesn’t make sense two parasitic drugs work in
this situation unless of course we haven’t been dealing with a virus.

Reply

Gemini
May 21, 2021 at 10:45 am

Well stated. Our natural immune system is “a mile wide and a foot deep” and
always looking out for, and adjusting to, foreign invaders; life is risky.

mRNA changes the immune system to being “a mile deep but just a foot wide”.
Great for one thing… only. Isn’t that the template for extinction?

These DNA-modi�ers are like jello; easy to put the color in, impossible to get out.

Reply

Buck Fiden
May 19, 2021 at 5:16 pm

Herd immunity is a superior form of ‘acquired immunity’.

Reply

David A
May 24, 2021 at 4:19 pm

Broader scoped and with T cells longer lasting. Many have this, and are being told
to get the jab as well. 
Insane.

Reply

Bernhard Wolk
May 20, 2021 at 10:33 am

I wonder, if vaccinations create the mutations, then why do many variantions
originate from places with low vaccination levels? For example: B.1.117 (aka
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Brittish variantion, which appeared well before the vaccinations in Brittain
became broadly available), the South-Africa variation, the Indian variation.

Reply

Gingerrose
May 21, 2021 at 8:01 am

Astra Zeneca tested their vaccine in Britain, South Africa, Brazil and India. Now we
have variants by these very names!

Reply

Ozzie
May 21, 2021 at 4:48 pm

The three main variants happened after the clinical trials of Astra Zeneca. Please
check the data:

https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S0140-6736%2820%2932661-1

Sorry to disappoint you, but the variants were created by the vaccines.

Reply

Nina
May 21, 2021 at 8:12 pm

Only India wasn’t mentioned in this paper you shared

Reply

Firdaussi
May 20, 2021 at 11:51 am

Exactly as Geert Vanden Bossche prdicted.

Reply

Judy
May 20, 2021 at 5:10 pm

I agree with you….I will not be partaking of this unapproved gene therapy.

Reply

clive grenville
May 21, 2021 at 3:00 am

consider signing an online petition.no to mandatory vaccination for corona
virus..links lifepetitions.com lifesitenews.com and on fakebook it can also be
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found on gab and telegram…if you do sign it? do reshare it with as many people as
you possibly can and ask each one of them to sign it and reshare it with as many
people as they possibly can and so on….its a worldwide petition it can be signed
and reshared from ANY country in the world..it currently has over 1 million and 20
thousand signatures

Reply

RENGASAMY THIYAGARAJAN
May 21, 2021 at 3:41 am

The facts and points discussed in depth based on continuous “LAB TEST” & ”
INFERENCES FROM SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL ANALYSISE and RESEARCHES MADE”,
one can openly agreed to that “the coronovirus is men made especially by
CHINA,RUSSIA ,USA and GERMAN just to emerge super power and acquire the
crown as Whole World Boss . In this act Modi also roped with China and USA that’s
why he invited the Chinese Anti Democrat Mr Zing Ping and the then US president
Donald Trump. 
Now, as the virus starts with variants by ADE , all the nation now su�ering from
this pandemic doesn’t know the way of arrest of virus various thought processes
are being rumoured from all quarters instead of taking a concrete solution to save
HUMEN LIVES.

Reply

Fred
May 21, 2021 at 4:59 am

He forgot to mention that this “teaching” of the virus will only occur if you
introduce the vaccine to someone already infected. To those of us with no
exposure and no symptoms the vaccine acts as a deterrent to the virus taking hold.
It will do this with an 85% e�ciency on the �rst dose of the vaccine and 100% on
the second, at least that is the theory. I have not read any reports of a vaccinated
person getting the disease… plenty of them when the vaccinated individual was
shown to have been infected at the time of vaccination though. Also of note, you
are going to get more variants with increased number of cases. More cases equals
more opportunity to learn. Finally, the assumption that the vaccine is holding a
gun to the head of the virus forcing it to adapt or die is a tad laughable. It assumes
that the virus has intelligence and consciousness and a will to survive. So go on,
take o� the masks, let the virus roam free and pray that it never develops into
something as nasty as Ebola.

Reply
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Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:30 pm

there is no way to detect SARSCov2, the PCR cannot do it, so there is also no way to
detect any improvement by vaccine… and many are testing positive PCR which
simply means the test is picking up the body’s immune response to the poisons in
the vaccine, they cannot protect, only harm… they are experimental and deadly.

Back to Basics in this Fraud…

Government Claim: SARSCov2 is an infectious virus

Excerpt from Government publication “understanding Cycle threshold Ct in
SARSCov2 RTPCR” (p6)

“RT-PCR detects presence of viral genetic material in a sample but is not able to
distinguish whether infectious virus is present”

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att
achment_data/�le/926410/Understanding_Cycle_Threshold__Ct__in_SARS-
CoV-2_RT-PCR_.pdf

Thus: PCR cannot detect SARSCov2

Yet all governmental measures have been based on a PCR that by their own
admission cannot detect SARSCov2… thus All is fraud…. QED.

Reply

George Reichel
May 23, 2021 at 4:36 pm

Or the �u.lol

Reply

P KAMARAJ
May 21, 2021 at 6:33 am

Because Oxford-Astrazenica conducted clinical trials with 28400 volunteers
during April to Nov 2020 in UK, Brazil and South Africa. Mutations already
happened in these volunteers.

Reply

Ikramuddin Wahedna
May 21, 2021 at 7:55 am
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It’s now bcom a nationalised (worldwide) and a political issue. Its like if r not
vaxed u r an outcast. Stay at home. Both ways v r screwed, let the truth b out, to
make the world a better place.

Reply

J LAKSHMINARAYANAN
May 21, 2021 at 10:38 am

Then, how other countries have stopped spread of Corona! Only vaccination has
stopped the spread in other countries, except India, where vaccination production
and import not enough for the Indian population!

Reply

Bill Halcott
May 21, 2021 at 12:04 pm

So much we don’t know. Hope we don’t regret solutions.

Reply

Ozzie
May 21, 2021 at 4:45 pm

I think the proof is in the pudding. The three �rst new strains were detected in
South Africa, Brazil and England. The three exact locations of the clinical trials of
Astra Zeneca. What are the odds?

Reply

Araa
May 22, 2021 at 2:36 am

Why would we believe in WHO? when their claims are systematically false

Reply

Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:32 pm

They are heavily invested with the vaccine industry… it’s a closed loop of
deception…

Reply

ellen
May 22, 2021 at 2:50 am
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for the love of God and humanity someone somewhere help us

Reply

ellen
May 22, 2021 at 2:56 am

forgot to say you can �nd this antibody dependent enhancement on P�zer website
and others just Google.they say it’s rare they say but remember this is an
experimental vaccine that in 20 years could not get to work and they did it in 6
months when they started human trials which was not that many considering half
placebo.all animals during tests before died or had to be euthanized.

Reply

Jessica
May 22, 2021 at 5:42 am

India’s problem was not shortage of vaccines. It was division. The center
controlled everything, including oxygen supply. Vaccines don’t save you. Good
health care does. Don’t go around throwing the fact that one size �ts all works.
Vaccines work with people’s immune system,. The very fact that there are variants
testify to the facts that we have varying DNA, so the virus has to worry about it’s
survival. We people made the situation out of control, by blindly following the
govt., and not asking questions. The same point raised in this article was proposed
by Dr. Great, but the “fact checkers ” are busy discrediting people who expose the
truth
https://fos-sa.org/2021/03/12/open-letter-to-the-who-immediately-halt-all-
covid-19-mass-vaccinations-geert-vanden-bossche-dmv-phd/

Reply

Patricia Lewis-Wong
May 22, 2021 at 12:01 pm

Precisely, I have been saying this for awhile that the viruses will continue to
mutate with every vaccine that tries to eliminate/decimate them. They too are
�ghting for their own existence. 
We must not forget the misuse of antibiotics that created MRSA.

Reply

Dr Debojyoti Sinha
May 22, 2021 at 12:17 pm
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As a Pediatric practicener I had seen many cases that when Bcg vaccination given
to Pediatric children sometimes sometimes children develop Tuberculosis 
This is Bcg indused । 
Now in that cases we treat again by anti Tuberculosis 
drugs Forward 3 months 
Here Similar phenomenon may take place 
So I agree with him Dr মন 
His hypothesis is correct

Reply

Khalid Khan
May 22, 2021 at 1:11 pm

Dear Editor, 
It is of what use to Whom ? 
He should tell clearly.wheather to be vaccinated or not? 
Second what to do to save the su�erings of the patient ? 
All experts should emphasize on that. 
Don’t dicuss views,but bring out solutions for the betterment of victims of any
varient. 
Regards. 
Khalid Khan

Reply

Minister Emoven
May 22, 2021 at 4:08 pm

This is more deception, much as i respect Luc’s experience, the rapidity of the
deaths after vaccine does not indicate viral evolution killing them… the e�ects are
unlike the claims of the originating virus, which in greater likelihood come from
Prevotella bacteria which mirrors all the worst e�ects claimed of covid…(including
blood clots) found in the original BLV samples and by pathologists in autopsy (no
virus detected), where PCR samples from positive tests yield no virus by serology,
as proved by 7 US labs… and the UK Gov have a document that states clearly that
PCR “cannot detect infectious virus”… so all these positive tests are actually
simply capturing the fallout of the toxic vaccine which is the cause of death and
not any mutation of the virus…

Reply

Joe
May 22, 2021 at 5:14 pm
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That or the “variant” is FAKE NEWS designed to drive people towards more
sterilizing shots.

Reply

Paul
May 22, 2021 at 6:16 pm

Useless publications, without thinking is the cause of pandemics waves around the
world

Reply

Sedhumaadhavan
May 23, 2021 at 4:52 am

Without vaccination what’s the way to prevent from virus

Reply

Jake Wisard
May 24, 2021 at 1:47 am

vitamin C folate combo, underlying conversion rate in cellular mechanisms. It will
disable or lessen the in�uence of the cv and it’s variants.

Reply

natalie
May 25, 2021 at 3:08 am

why vit c folate instead of ascorbic acid? I am taking vit c folate but dont
understand why. It is harder to get than ascorbic acid. Thanks �

Reply

Mohamed Ra�
May 23, 2021 at 12:11 pm

Good

Reply

Tarak R Sharma
May 23, 2021 at 4:04 pm

Variants are going to be there whether you vaccinate masses or not. Mutation
happens always. Don’t blame mass vaccination as cause for mutant.

Reply
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George
May 23, 2021 at 4:31 pm

It’s the �u…after all

Reply

Jake Wisard
May 24, 2021 at 1:45 am

Wheeee….

I can now legit call you a ‘jabber’ once you get your cv19 vaccine.

“look at those jabbers over there!… ”

“Friggin’ Jabbers!.. they’re nuts!.. don’t know what they’re doing…”

“I don’t wanna become a jabber!~.. it’s scary enough!”

Reply

Dr Ravi Kumar
May 24, 2021 at 10:28 am

Surprised at this Outrageous comment by French nobel Laureate!!! He says
Vaccination will kill people ADE. Then what about millions killed by Lung damage
caused by this Virus? His energies better spent in �nding out a viable solution to
covid! I doubt how he recieved the Nobel !

Reply

May 24, 2021 at 1:49 pm

Instead of smearing him, consider his words. Also, please clarify “millions killed
by Lung damage caused by this Virus”.

Reply

m.dwarakanath
May 24, 2021 at 12:49 pm

Please on English everybody know that language

Reply

Rathinavel S
May 24, 2021 at 3:11 pm

Renee Nal
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Finally, what does the solution for controlling the covid -19. 
If a vaccine is creating the mutant viruses then how we could have to control this
and when it will clear.

Reply

Top Planner
May 24, 2021 at 8:44 pm

Did anyone translate (into English) the entire interview? If so, can anyone please
provide a link?

Reply

Nat
May 25, 2021 at 3:10 am

I have been looking for the same. I have read that he said everyone who took the
vac will be dead in two years, there is no hope. I am trying to �nd the full English
translation to see if this is true or not

Reply

Georg W
May 24, 2021 at 10:33 pm

Super tanks. If this is our true reality. Means our civilisation is lost. We can’t ever
believe any authorities again. The whole mediakomplex is destructive illusion and
pure sienti�c lies. Myomy, the world is changing.

Reply

Narendra kumar
May 24, 2021 at 11:43 pm

Thank you , Till today saving the person and nature has been treated as God . 
The nature deside the life and death in seconds. Thank you for information and 2
years time . 
Man, medical trail , and virus may harm our life . 
But God has created our body in such a way that it accept everything . 
We should be prepared for the worst and enjoy the best. 
No person in world is bad. God has booked return ticket for 80 years. Balance
depends on your work it’s bonus and results . 
God given 80 coins asked to double. 
40 good, 40 bad. If you do good 1+1 
If you do bad less 1 coin 1 bad. If total bad coins complete you are no more. 
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This is for 3 generations.. 
Enjoy the work you do,And do the best you can.
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